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FEATURES
HU16 TV studio dedicated to Harding donors
LIFESTYLE
EMILY GRIFFIN| The Bison

Junior broadcast journalism major Grace Nickols reports from the HU16 TV studio, now the Amy and Scott Sewell Digital Production Studio. The renamed
studio will be unveiled today, honoring Harding alumna Amy Sewell and her husband Scott Sewell.
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NORA JOHNSON
staff reporter
HALEY HOOD
student writer

reside in New York City and actively coordinate events
with and for Harding students. Amy Sewell said that she
and her husband chose to participate in the studio upgrade
because of the success they have witnessed through the
program so far.
“In recent years, the communication program has
grown, and they’ve seen amazing success … (not only)
in the number of students that are coming through the
department … but also the success that graduates are
having when they come out of school,” Amy Sewell said.
“Every morning, I look at my phone … and there’s always
constant job updates from graduates, people getting jobs
at newspapers, magazines or TV stations.”
The total renovation cost about $160,000 — the Sewells
were the largest donors to the upgrade. Their donation was
contingent on matching funds to encourage other donors to
contribute as well. Amy Sewell said she was glad to see so
many people rally around the upgrade, from current faculty
members to alumni that were formerly her classmates.
“It’s exciting to see that the whole Harding community
is on board,” Amy Sewell said. “(The TV station) really
connects the Harding community throughout the world.”
The studio dedication will feature Dr. Jim Miller, chair
of the Department of Communication, Dr. Warren Casey,
dean of the College of Arts and Humanities and Hunter
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The Department of Communication will unveil the
Amy and Scott Sewell Digital Production Studio today
at 4 p.m. The TV studio, which is home to HU16 news,
recently received a high definition upgrade funded by
donations from parents, faculty and alumni.
Harding’s television station launched their first broadcast
on Sept. 26, 1983. At the time, the studio was located in
the College of Bible and Ministry which could be found
in the Ezell building.
The Reynolds Center for Music and Communications and the current studio space were built in 1998.
The studio was designed as a learning lab for students
to practice live production skills and help them obtain
jobs in the industry.
The upgraded studio was named in honor of two longtime supporters, Scott and Amy Sewell. Scott Sewell is an
information technology professional for Microsoft. Amy
Sewell, a Harding alumna, was involved in student media
during her time at Harding and now works as a lifestyle
consultant and TV spokesperson. The Sewells currently

Hoagland, a junior broadcast journalism major involved
in HU16. Dr. Ginger Blackstone, assistant professor of
broadcast journalism, will dedicate the new studio, and
the Sewells will complete the lineup of guest speakers.
“It will be great to thank donors personally for contributing to the excitement and growth of our operation,”
Blackstone said. “This was a much-needed upgrade, and
I’m thankful we received the resources to make it happen.”
After the ceremony, there will be a reception in the
lobby of the Reynolds while the HU16 team prepares for
their daily newscast. Attendees will be invited back to the
studio to watch the production of “Live at 5” as it airs.
Junior broadcast journalism major Grace Nickols will
be one of several student anchors during the broadcast.
Nickols has been involved with HU16 since her freshman
year and said the studio update allows her to prepare for
her future career with the best possible technology.
“I think it’s amazing that people that didn’t have anything to do with the TV studio in their time at college
would invest in students and would see the work that we
are doing as important,” Nickols said.
Nickols said she and the “Live at 5” team are excited
to show alumni and donors the improvements they have
been able to make thanks to the update. To see the new
studio in action, visit thelink.harding.edu.

Women for Harding to host Jane Austen event
ANNA LITTLE
news editor

Women for Harding, a service organization
that provides need-based scholarships for
Harding students, will host the Jane Austen
Experience Event on April 13, which will give
attendees a peek into the life of renowned
author Jane Austen.
In 2017, Vice President of Parent and
Alumni Relations Liz Howell hosted a
birthday party for a friend. The theme was
Jane Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice,” and
guests were encouraged to dress in period
costumes. According to Howell, the event
was such a hit that she wanted to recreate
the experience for the Harding community.
“We’re excited about the opportunity to
bring women back to campus and engage the
student body and community in the event,”
Howell said.
The event will support donations to
Women for Harding scholarships which
sponsor 50 to 60 students a year and focus
on the empowerment of students and their
communities.
“Jane had a lot of spunk,” Howell said.
“She was different from a lot of women at
that time.”
Howell said Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice”
characters, Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet,
will be represented at the event.

Hannah Wood, archives and special collections librarian at the Brackett Library, will
portray Austen at the event and said she is
excited to represent the writer for attendees.
“It is our hope that the literature will
enrich the students’ lives and assist them in
their own personal development,” Wood said.
Professor of English Dr. Stephanie Eddleman, a speaker at the event, said Austen’s
characters explore themes of social class
and gender.
“She tells wonderful stories, but she’s
also exploring what it means to be human
in certain time periods,” Eddleman said.
She also hopes those attending her presentation will leave with a better understanding
of Austen and her literature.
“Some people write Jane Austen off as
‘chick lit.’ I want to introduce them to a
deeper level of Austen,” Eddleman said.
“I hope that people will begin to see her
as a serious thinker and writer, and not
just dismiss her as fluff. Most of the issues
are still applicable — perhaps with certain
updates — to us today.”
Eddleman said that she hopes to encourage
young people to read Austen’s literature.
“To the reader who is willing to read
critically and carefully, they can absolutely
learn from Austen’s work,” Eddleman said.
Jean Waldrop, Brackett Library director,
said that she looks forward to seeing how

EMILY GRIFFIN| The Bison

Women for Harding will host the Jane Austen Experience Event on April
13. The event aims to bring women to the campus and will include themed
dinners and guest lectures from Jane Austen experts.
the event brings women together.
“When you get a bunch of women together
that have a common bond, the conversations
will be rich,” Waldrop said. “It’s going to be
a fun and informative event.”
Waldrop also encouraged other students
to attend the event to support the Women
for Harding scholarship fund.

Ultimately, Howell said, Jane Austen’s
work is timeless, and she hopes the event
will provide access to her life and process.
Tickets for the event start at $25, and a
VIP Jane Austen package is $99. The event
begins at 11:30 a.m. on April 13 in the David
B. Burks American Heritage Conference
Center. Purchase tickets at hardingtickets.com.

State | Legislature Passes Education Bill

The Arkansas legislature passed State Bill 2, which allows people with a 529
account to use the funds for their children’s private elementary and secondary
education, according to Ozarks First. Previously, 529 accounts were used to
fund college tuition.

National | 12 States Sue Trump Over Census

At least 12 states are planning to sue the Trump administration, including
California and New York, due to the inclusion of citizenship questions in the
centennial survey, claiming that the addition is intentionally detrimental to
immigrants, according to The New York Times.

International | North Korea Cools Down

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un met with Chinese President Xi Jinping
earlier this week, according to the New York Times. The two leaders discussed
denuclearization, and Kim expressed interest in meeting with U.S. president
Donald Trump.
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‘We could be heroes, just for one
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guest
writer
hollee phelps

I

always cry in superhero movies. It’s not
that they’re particularly sad, I just get
emotional seeing the awe-inspiring courage
these heroes possess, even while facing impending doom. I saw “Pacific Rim Uprising”
this past weekend and decided that anyone
willing to step into a 280-foot robot to
defend our planet has my utmost respect.
Where the film really got me was the
scene before the final battle. John Boyega’s
character, Jake Pentecost, gives a speech
to the young cadets, who are not yet fully
trained but are the only pilots they have left.
“It doesn’t matter who your parents are,
where you came from, who believed in you
and who didn’t. We are a family now, and
we are earth’s last defense.”
Hearing these words made me feel
invincible. In that moment, I was ready to
fight the nearest thing that came my way
and protect humanity. That was, until I saw
the giant Kaiju on the screen. It made me
think, though. If they can take on monsters
such as these, why can’t I do my homework?
My favorite superhero is Batman. I relate
to him because we have several similarities.
For instance, we both love mysteries, and
we both tell people we work alone when
we really don’t. Batman, whether he admits
to it or not, has a whole team of people
working with him. He wouldn’t be able

to do all that he does without Alfred or
Oracle. Don’t even get me started on how
many Robins there are. The point is that,
whether you recognize it or not, there is
someone there helping and supporting you.
They are the heroes that we need, but not
the ones we deserve.
We’re not always the main hero, though.
Sometimes we’re the supporting hero or
character in someone else’s story. I love
superheroes because they inspire me to be a
better person than I was the day before and
to share my gifts and abilities with those
around me. I especially enjoy making people
smile and laugh, which is a simple act. You
don’t have to try to save 30 people from a
burning building to be a hero — it’s the
small things you do for those around you.
Even though we’re not saving the day
from a giant monster or a dastardly villain, if
we can make a difference in someone else’s
life, doesn’t that make us heroes?
In an earlier part of Pentecost’s speech,
he talks about older pilots and how they’re
remembered as heroes and legends, but then
explains that they didn’t start off as such.
This made me think about the times when
I get anxious about the future, or a test or
even a presentation. I get so wrapped up
in thinking about all the things that could
go wrong that I start to doubt my abilities.
That’s when my mom usually tells me that
others in my field of study have gone through
the same things, and that she knows I’m
capable of just about anything, just like our
heroes and the people we look up to. They
had to stumble and fall along the way to
get to where they are now.
No one starts off as a professional. This is
why origin stories are so important, because

you get to see where the heroes started. They
have to struggle and learn, just like we do,
whether it’s learning to control newfound
powers, developing new technology and
gadgets or learning to work as part of a team.
While I love seeing this, what I love even
more is constant character development. A
lot of superhero movies are never continued.
They simply reboot the universe and tell the
same story over again with a few twists of
their own. I remember watching a video
after seeing the original “The Avengers”
movie that explained Marvel’s plan to create
an entire universe that would continuously
build. I hear a lot of complaints that the
movie industry is creating too many superhero movies, and I almost always know that
they’re referring to Marvel.
Marvel releases movies in phases, and
in each phase, they bring back our favorite
heroes for sequels, introduce new ones
and then bring them all together. They
don’t do this purely because people want
to see the next big action movie. All the
characters’ plots are interwoven, and they all
affect each other. Their story continues on,
and even though they’re past their origin
story, they still go through trials and are
constantly learning. My philosophy in life
is: if you’re not learning
something new every
day, then what have
you accomplished?
Why stop at your
origin story when you
can aspire to be more?
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HOLLEE PHELPS is a guest writer for
The Bison. She may be contacted at
hphelps@harding.edu.
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Life after college

here is an aspect of fear present in
my senior year of college that I was
in no way prepared for. This fear, honestly,
concerns things that are all pretty top-tier
in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs: being alone,
being a failure, losing my community. Even
though I know I’m lucky these fears are
the ones prevalent in my life right now,
they are still all-consuming. I’m not the
only one who feels this way, either. I’m not
naive enough to say every senior feels like
this, but I’ve talked to enough of my peers
to know that a lot of us do.
I think much of this fear that haunts
our final year is the fear of being a failure,
not only in actuality, but in the eyes of
others. Harding has a legacy of amazing
people who do incredible things — just

staff

looking at the people I’ve known here, I
could talk for hours about people living
in different countries, opening their own
businesses, traveling around the country
in vans, living the lives that I used to
always look at and think “I didn’t know
people could actually do that.” This is an
inspirational thing to see. If I’m being
honest, it’s also more than a little stressful.
The more I see people making impressive
plans and signing up to do extraordinary
things, the more I hear the cry of others
like me: those who don’t know what they’re
doing, who haven’t been accepted to their
dream schools, who can’t confidently say
what state they’ll be in this time next year.
What about us? Are we still good enough?
Have we already failed, even though we
haven’t even started?
I’ve given these questions a lot of thought
(mostly because they’re the questions
my mind wanders to every five seconds),
and, recently, through several midnight
Sonic runs, morning MO coffee dates
and after-chapel talks with friends, I’ve
come to a realization: I am putting way
too much thought into this. I’m afraid of

I

swiped away the notification that had popped
up on my screen from Facebook saying I had
memories with my cousin Robann Brown “to look
back on today,” March 28, and was surprised when
it opened anyway. An old status from Robann
sat on my screen, and I laughed as I scrolled past
it looking at the next memory. My slight smile
suddenly felt bittersweet as I read the words that
high school me had posted that day in 2012 at 7:49
a.m. It said, in all caps, “I made newspaper.” I had
added three exclamation points, two smiley faces
made out of punctuation and a “Yay.”
I’ve worked on a student publications staff
every year since then. Working on the newspaper
staff was my favorite part of high school. Even
though the younger members repeatedly asked
me to, I never came back to visit after graduation.
It wasn’t because I didn’t want to or because I just
forgot all about them. I didn’t come back to visit
because I knew how badly I missed being in that
room. I knew how much it would hurt for me to see
them again and know that I was no longer a part
of the team. Soon, all the familiar faces started to
disappear as new names filled the staff list. At that
point, I decided there was no point in stopping by
the office during my spring break anyway.
When I sat down with the adviser of The Bison earlier this week to explain why I wouldn’t be
coming back to staff next year, she was extremely
encouraging and understanding. She told me I
could come by and visit whenever I wanted, and
that I’m always welcome in the office. She said
once you become a part of Stu Pubs, you’re a part
of this forever.
It felt reminiscent of the last conversation I
had with Ms. Sorrows, my high school newspaper
adviser. She told all of that year’s seniors that we
would go on to do great things and to remember
that the journalism room would always be our
home. I learned really quickly that the things I
learned in that room would stick with me forever,
but I hadn’t realized that the people I worked with
would be just as influential as the lessons they taught
me. I’m relearning that now with The Bison staff.
When I changed my major from journalism to
social work sophomore year, I didn’t think twice
about staying on staff, because it’s always been a
part of who I am. When I visit extended family
members or talk to the people at church, they
usually always ask me how it’s going with the paper
before anything else. That’s kind of my identifier
with most people — I’m the kid who writes for
the newspaper.
Knowing that I will be letting go of something
that has been such a huge part of my life for the
past six years really scares me.
I visited my high school’s online newspaper to
reread the last column I ever wrote for The Prospective. It was about how my love for journalism
had developed over those three years in high school.
I wrote, “Suddenly, I became fascinated with the
stories that my peers had been harboring. I felt
more comfortable with a reporter’s notebook and
recorder in hand than I did at home in my favorite
pair of sweatpants.”
I can see how that love for journalism transitioned into social work. After talking to the
Student Publications adviser, I felt more secure
about my decision. She reminded me how the
skills I learned from newspaper will lend to my
future career in social work. She reminded me
that I’ll still be hearing people’s stories and using
those interview skills.
My point in sharing this is that, even when you
recognize that it’s necessary or for the best, it can
be really hard to let go and move forward. This
can apply to friendships, hobbies and even some
dreams. So, when you have to let go, remember that
those lessons will stay with you. I’ve grown a lot
during my time with the newspaper staff and those
experiences are a part of me now, with or without
this job. It’s definitely hard to think about letting
go, but I know now that I’ll keep my promise to
visit. And I won’t need Facebook to remind me
of these memories.
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Meagan Hoard @MeaganHoard · Mar 25
What better way to welcome Spring Sing Week than to watch old shows and relish in the
nostalgia???!!!

T

Letting go again
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Justice Laws @justice_laws29 · Mar 26
Had a dream last night that during a Spring Sing performance I was in a club show that
was about rabbits. But I was the only human in the show... there was a stage full of actual
rabbits on the benson stage. I guess I should stop drinking energy drinks before bed idk

ryan pena

jaisa hogue
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being a failure, yes. But is failure actually
a quantifiable thing? I promise you that
no matter what you do, there is always a
way for it to be interpreted as a failure by
someone. This may sound discouraging,
but it’s not meant to be. We are the only
people who can define what failure looks
like in our own lives. So find your own
definition of success and find your own
definition of failure. Let that be your
yardstick for your post-graduate plans. For
me, success is this: being in an environment
where I am able to grow, living in a way
that shows love to others and showing the
same love to myself. Yes, I am afraid of life
after graduation. It’s a scary thing. But I
am the person who determines whether
or not I’ve failed, and there is a peace to
be found in that.

RYAN PENA is a guest writer for The
Bison. He may be contacted at rpena@
harding.edu.

JAISA HOGUE is the opinions editor for
The Bison. She may be contacted at
jhogue@harding.edu. Twitter: JaisaDanielle
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Nontraditional
superheroes

do not remember the last superhero movie
I watched. Partly because I struggle to
follow all the Marvel and DC characters,
but mostly because I have fallen asleep
during many of the movies. Actually, Batman was the first movie I could not stay
awake through.
Needless to say, I am not a superhero fan.
I have never understood the phenomenon,
so I was a little underwhelmed when I
learned that this year’s Spring Sing theme
was “Superheroes & Villains.” However,
the more I thought about the theme, the
more I realized I could think of it in a
different context.
To commemorate this year’s Spring Sing
theme, here are some people I consider heroes:
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Ben Bradlee: Bradlee served as executive
editor of The Washington Post from 196891. He worked with Katharine Graham to
publish the Pentagon Papers, a secret history
of the Vietnam War. The paper won 17
Pulitzer Prizes, including the Public Service
award for Watergate coverage. He died in
October 2014 at 93 years old. According to
The Washington Post, “Mr. Bradlee’s tactics
were also simple: ‘Hire people smarter than
you are’ and encourage them to bloom. His
energy and his mystique were infectious.”
Lottie Moon: I first learned about
Charlotte Digges “Lottie” Moon during Dr.
Shawn Daggett’s History of Missions class
(everyone should take this class). Moon was
a single missionary who served in China.
When she left for the field, she was 32 years
old and had just turned down a marriage
proposal and a job. She gave herself completely to God, through plague, famine and
war. Through this, she laid the foundation
for the Chinese church, jumpstarting one of
the fastest-growing Christian movements
in the world, according to the International
Missions Board.
D.L. Moody: Dwight L. Moody was
an American evangelist in the late 19th
century. He was born in Massachusetts in
1837. After his father died when he was 4
years old, leaving his mother to raise nine
children, Moody acquired the equivalent
of a fifth grade education. He became a
Christian when he was 18 while working in
Boston as a cobbler. He traveled the country
preaching the gospel. Moody went on to
write several Christians books and established the Northfield Seminary for Girls
and Mount Hermon School for Boys, as
well as the Chicago Evangelization Society
(renamed Moody Bible Institute before
his death), one of the first Bible colleges. I
once heard James A. Harding was inspired
by one of his sermons. Moody once said,
“If this world is going to be reached, I am
convinced that it must be done by men and
women of average talent. After all, there are
comparatively few people in this world who
have great talents.”
Katie Davis: I first read Davis’ book,
“Kisses from Katie,” in high school, and I
had the honor to meet her last semester.
Davis is the executive director of Amazima
Ministries in Jinja, Uganda, and a full-time
mom. She moved to Uganda after high
school to serve as an English teacher then
permanently moved there, adopting 13
girls. Her journey is messy, but her story is
honest, and her willingness to follow God
and her vulnerability are her two qualities
I admire most.
Not all heroes have superpowers or movies
made after them. I think the most amazing
heroes are those that go unnoticed. These
four people have helped change the world
in some way. They all had their own personal
struggles or “villains” to defeat, as all people
do. I think this makes them a little more
amazing, and a little more exciting for me
to learn about than, say, Batman.
SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the editor-in-chief
for The Bison. She may be contacted at
sdistefano@harding.edu.
Twitter: vanna_distefano

Illustration by RACHEL GIBSON

The first time I went to school
guest
writer
sarah brister

“W

ait, so you never went to, like, a real
school?”
I honestly cannot count the number of times
I’ve heard that phrase after telling someone
that I grew up home-schooled. I never went
to day care, I never went to elementary school
and I never experienced typical high school.
I’ve been told high school is nothing like
“Mean Girls,” which is disappointing, but also
probably a good thing. Despite never stepping
foot inside a classroom to start an academic
semester, I still did “real school.” I’m currently
in my junior year, and I’ve noticed there are
a lot of misconceptions about growing up
home-schooled. So, let’s talk about it.
Growing up, I was expected to be up
around 8 a.m., and I’d eat my favorite cereal
before getting started on my schoolwork for
the day. Yes, I did do school in my pajamas
some days, and it was wonderful. On a typical
day, I would spend the morning and maybe
the early afternoon studying school books

and doing homework. I joked a lot that all
of my school was homework; it made me feel
cool, but it was probably just awkward to my
public school friends. My mom played a vital
role in my education. She spent a large chunk
of her time making lesson plans and doing
research to make sure that my brother and I
were learning things that would be valuable
in college and the real world. My afternoons
were spent playing outside, learning about
things that interested me, spending time
with friends or participating in 4-H activities.
My freshman year of college was a big
adjustment. Not only was I adjusting to
being on my own, I was also adjusting to
classes, homework, due dates and professors
who weren’t my parents. It was stressful and
overwhelming at times. But, I also found a
joy in experiencing something new. Going
to classes was new and exciting to me, and
I enjoyed being able to learn from lectures.
When people in college first find out that I
was home-schooled, they either respond with
“Wow, I was home-schooled too,” or “Wow,
I never would have guessed. You seem so
normal.” This has always bugged me a little
bit. Is there such thing as a normal person?
There are definitely home-schoolers out there
who exceed every home-school stereotype you
can think of. There are also people out there

of all ages who currently are or were homeschooled and are smart, socialized members of
society. I participated in a home-school co-op,
home-school park days and even played on a
basketball team, which I quickly learned was
not for me. I credit most of my socialization
to my 12 years of 4-H. It gave me a lot of
leadership and service opportunities that
helped shape me and make me socially ready
for college and life.
Home schooling helped me develop a
strong sense of self-motivation and helped me
nourish a great relationship with my mom.
Some of my favorite memories from my high
school years are having talks with my mom
while making lunch.
Most home-schoolers are pretty chill,
interesting people. Sure, some of them might
have different viewpoints on things, but don’t
we all? Whether you grew up in public school,
private school, home-school or a combination
of all these, we are all people and we each have
our own stories.

SARAH BRISTER is a guest writer for
The Bison. She may be contacted at
sbrister@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?

Want to write an opinion for The Bison? Contact Jaisa Hogue at
jhogue@harding.edu to voice your thoughts through The Bison Newspaper
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uring spring break a few weeks ago, I
spent a few days as an assistant landlord.
My mother owns some rental properties
in Georgia, and I just happened to be in
town while a new renter was moving in. I
was happy to help with a few last-minute
errands, especially since my sister had
done the bulk of the scrubbing after the
old tenants moved out. Basically, she had
slaved for several weeks, and I rode into
town, worked for two days and took all
the credit. This has long been my preferred
approach to work of any kind.
The rental house needed a new refrigerator, so I went to Lowe’s with mom’s
credit card to buy one. I was shopping in
the “no frills” department in appliances, just
wanting an inexpensive fridge that would
get the job done. But while I was there,
I couldn’t help but glance at the upscale
models. You know, just to see how the
other half lives. That’s when I discovered
the Samsung Family Hub.
If you haven’t seen one, just picture
plugging a Roku into your ice box. First, we
had smartphones, then smart televisions. I
guess it was only a matter of time before the
fridge got wise. As Jimmy Durante used to
say, “Everybody wants to get into the act.”
The Family Hub is a refrigerator with
a smart screen on the front. This screen is
intended to replace the family calendar, the
family television, the family whiteboard,
the family grocery list, the family recipe
collection, the family photo album, the
family computer and the family art museum.
I’m sure next year’s model will even replace
one of your parents.
Naturally, Samsung has a video ad

The family hub
michael
claxton
that illustrates the Family Hub in action.
A young girl wearing an astronaut suit is
bouncing around the kitchen. She decides
to type “Rocket Popsicles” onto the smart
grocery list. That screen is synced to her
father’s phone, so the frozen treat appears
on his shopping list. While the Family
Hub will order your groceries for you
online, this father takes his daughter to
the supermarket — still in her space gear
— and buys the galactic popsicles. All this
happens while the song “I’ve Got a Ticket
To the Moon” plays in the background, and
as the Samsung motto “Live Beautiful”
flashes on the screen.
The Hub even comes with a personalized
assistant named Bixby, presumably after the
late Bill Bixby, who was the star of the hit
TV series “My Favorite Martian.” Yes, the
Jetsons would have loved this device. But
the promo only highlights one feature of
the Family Hub. For instance, the screen
allows you to look inside the fridge to
check to see if you are out of eggs without
actually opening the door. Because we all
know what a tough job that is.
The Hub basically becomes the central
command station for the family. It is the
place to leave notes for each other, post
digital artwork, check the weather, upload
photos, stream music and keep a running

to-do list. What people used to accomplish
around the breakfast table can now be done
with cold efficiency at the fridge, without
the entire family ever needing to be in
the same room together ever again. Ever.
Lowe’s had the Samsung Family Hub
priced at nearly $3,000. I noticed it had
been marked down and asked if the salesman had sold any of them. He said, “no.”
Maybe — just maybe — families will
decide they don’t need a Siri in the crisper.
While I suspect appliance makers are just
getting started putting smart technology
into everything, it may be that the novelty of
having digital devices in every square inch
of your home has peaked. Perhaps we will
someday discover as a culture that we don’t
need to view Snapchat on the hairdryer or
place an order for Pop-Tarts directly from
the toaster oven.
Heaven help us if they come up with
smart throw pillows.
You: Hi, Alexa.
Alexa: You’ve put on weight since you
sat here last. Ha, Ha, Ha.
It’s hard enough for families to talk. Now
imagine dinner conversations post Hub:
Dad: How was your field trip, Jimmy?
Jimmy: Meh. Just look at the photos I
posted to the fridge.
Samsung claims its new gadget will
“bring families closer than ever.” But if
the refrigerator replaces the dinner table
as the clearing house for family info, will
we actually get closer?
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for The Bison. He can be contacted
at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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contribute work under the byline “guest writers.” Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers’ stories as they deem necessary, while still
identifying the work as the guest writers’ own.
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Breaking
away

Loyola University Chicago is no stranger
to making history. According to the Chicago Tribune, it began in 1963, when the
Loyola men’s basketball team broke the
“gentlemen's agreement” among coaches
in which no more than three black players would be on the floor at one time. In
addition to this agreement, in some road
games, black players would have to rotate
so that only one of them was playing at
any given moment.
The Loyola Ramblers ignored the
agreement and would regularly have three
or four black starters. The agreement came
to an end three years later.
Not only did the 1963 team break
through racial barriers, they broke records.
The Ramblers won the NCAA tournament
and defeated top-ranked and two-time
defending champion the University of
Cincinnati 60-58 in overtime.
In September 2017, Jerry Harkness,
captain of the 1963 team, saw that the
2018 Ramblers were going to do something
monumental that season, according to the
Chicago Tribune. Little did he know at
the time what March would have in store
for the team.
Loyola should not have won, but they
did—defeating sixth seed University of
Miami in the first round of the NCAA
tournament 64-62.
In the second round, No. 3 seed University of Tennessee, a final four pick, faced
Loyola—Tennessee did not know what hit
them. In the final second, Loyola came on
top, 63-62.
As the eleventh seed in the southern
section of the bracket, nobody saw this
coming, but Loyola did. They gave their
all every single game. They did not listen
to what the majority of America thought
or said about them.
Being the No. 11 seed, why would they?
On paper, an eleventh seed means close
to nothing.
It’s a good thing sports are not played
on paper.
Cue No. 7 seed, University of Nevada.
Their first-round game consisted of beating
No. 10 University of Texas 87-83 in over
time. In their second round, Nevada beat
No. 2 Cincinnati 75-73.
Maybe it was just me, but seeing Nevada
and Loyola play, I knew their upcoming
matchup was going to come down to the
wire. A kooky March Madness matchup
of the No. 11 and No. 7 seeds did not
disappoint. Loyola came out on top 69-68.
Just when we thought Loyola had reached
the end of their fairytale, they proved us
wrong again. Loyola beat Kansas State in
the Elite Eight 78-62.
The difference between a team like
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
(UMBC), who knocked out one-seeded
University of Virginia in the first round,
and Loyola, is that Loyola extended their
legacy. They played with an undying passion
each game. Sure, taking out a one seed is
an outstanding accomplishment, but unless
you back that up, it is irrelevant.
What landed Loyola in the Final Four
was not just luck, but heart.
Regardless of your talent, if your heart
is not in the game and you are not working
with your team to get to the top, then you
simply won’t.
According to the Chicago Tribune,
Loyola is the first team from Illinois to
reach the final four since the University
of Illinois in 2005. In addition to this,
according to SB Nation, they have topped
Duke University for all-time best NCAA
tournament win percentage, sitting at .765.
Some may still look at Loyola and
scratch their heads in wonder. I, however,
am cheering them on.
Who knows how they will do on Saturday against the University of Michigan.
EMILY FAULKNER is the head sports
editor for The Bison. She may be
contacted at efaulkner@harding.edu.
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Sophomore Olivia Ness and senior Raianne Mason compete against each other in the 100 meter hurdle on
Saturday, March 24 at the Harding Invitational. Mason broke the 100 meter hurdle record and also won the 400
meter hurdle.

Women's track breaks records at invitational
CAITLIN DENTON
student writer
The Harding women’s track and field team won 10 events at
the Harding Invitational Saturday, March 24. The Lady Bisons
won three field events and seven running events- winning the
meet by over 200 points. The Lady Bisons also placed second in
five field events.
A week prior to this meet, freshman Liz Fouts broke Harding’s
school records in hammer and discus, in her first collegiate outdoor
meet. Fouts placed second in discus during the meet and beat her
own school record with a throw of 141 feet and 7 inches.
“I hope to throw farther every meet I compete in, and I hope
our team will seek to be the best athletes and people we can be,
whether we are in competition or not,” Fouts said. “We are striving toward another Great American Conference championship.”
Fouts did not break any records in the hammer throw, but
several of her teammates did.
“I would have liked to do better in the hammer, but I am proud
of my teammates who all threw a personal record,” Fouts said.
Freshman Cara Mason was 6 inches from breaking a record

that had been standing since 1991. Mason also placed second in
the hammer throw and shot put. Her older sister, Raianne Mason
broke the original 100 meter hurtle time of 14.99 seconds by nine
seconds, and finished in second. In addition to this, Peyton Padgett
placed second in high jump, and sophomore Emily Shell placed
second in the triple jump.
Cara Mason was not the only one to participate in multiple
events. Sophomore Chelsea Howard won three different eventsthe long jump, the 100 meter and the 200 meter. She was also the
anchor leg for the winning 4x100 relay team.
Freshman Alicja Minczuk won the 800 meter, and senior
Madison Drennan won the 1,500 meter.
“The 1,500 was fun,” Drennan said. “I definitely did not run
near as fast as I was hoping to and it was pretty windy. All of the
girls came out Saturday and had a lot of fun competing and racing
at home. We all competed hard, and worked well as a team.”
Winning conference again this year is a goal the team has and
is definitely within reach, according to Drennan.
“I hope we all continue to push each other and encourage each
other so we can continue to excel,” Drennan said. “I would love
for us to win conference and think that is a very realistic goal.”
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Junior James Bowie competes in the 110-meter hurdle race at the Harding Invitational in Searcy on March 24. Bowie won both the 110-meter and
400-meter hurdles, finishing with times of 14.99 and 55.43 seconds respectively. Bowie’s times were the Great American Conference's third-fastest
times for both events.
MATTHEW KING
student writer
The Harding Invitational was hosted on the Ted Lloyd
Track on March 24. The meet gave the Bisons their first
chance to compete in front of their home crowd.
Senior Cameron Bienz broke his personal high jump
record at 6 feet 8.75 inches, placing second overall.
“I wasn ’ t expecting to break my personal record,”
Bienz said. “It’ll be hard to match it because now that’s
my expectation.”
Bienz said he had not seen much improvement in his
high jump performance until this year and his goal is to
hit 7 feet by the end of the season.
“We had some very good performances all around,” junior
Jon Ogle said. “I think all of our work is really paying off.”
Ogle placed eighth overall for pole vault and tied his
personal record on Saturday for the third consecutive
meet this season.

“We’ve improved a lot over the last meet. As we play
more meets every week, we progress,” Ogle said. “We tried
to get as much competition as we can to prepare us for
our conference meeting in April.”
Harding invited several teams from other conferences,
so they would have more competition.
“We invited teams like the Rhodes College Lynx that
usually do a bit better than us,” senior thrower Truitt
Pierce said. “We only care about our conference and how
we measure up to theirs, but we still want the competitive
edge of the bigger schools.”
Pierce said that there were two flights of players for each
conference depending on class. Each flight had around
20 people competing.
“At Memphis, there were four flights for every competition.
They set it up from best to worst,” Pierce said. “You are
with everyone that throws around your same range.”
Pierce placed third for men’s hammer at 38.27 meters,
seventh in discus at 38.58 meters and third for men’s shot

put at 13.47 meters.
“We had some victories, but it wasn’t our best meeting
of the year, but it was a lot better competition being at an
all Division I meet,” senior sprinter Davon Hulse said.
Hulse said the only school at the invitational from
Harding’s conference was the Southern Arkansas University
Muleriders, and that this invitational was to help prepare
the Bisons for the conference meet later this season.
“You’re going for your personal record all season,” Hulse
said. “Every meet, you want to do better, but you want
to be at your best at conference and just have a strong
performance. That way if you’re going to get points, you
want it to be from a really good performance.”
The Harding track team will travel to St. Louis today
to compete at the Washington Invitational in St. Louis,
Missouri at 10 a.m. This will be the Bisons first time
performing at this event. The team will also compete
tomorrow at the Lindenwood Invitational in St. Charles,
Missouri at 10 a.m.

family, showing just how much of an impact he had here
at Harding,” Howell said.
A plaque will be placed at Jerry Moore Field, reading,
“A four-year Bison baseball letterman as a catcher from
1987-1990, Tom Hull gave his all on and off the field.
As husband to Jill; father to Perry, Marshall and Cole;
and president of Hull Bros. Inc., Hull dedicated his life
in service to God. As a player, Hull was known for his
selflessness and commitment to the team, as well as his
love for Bison baseball. His dedication earned his AllArkansas Intercollegiate Conference honorable mention
for three seasons.”
Dave Hull, one of Tom Hull’s older brothers, will be
speaking at the ceremony. Family members along with
Tom Hull’s children will be in attendance as well.
“When he was born, God broke the mold,” Dave

Hull said. “Tom was a true character, it means a lot to
our family to have Tom remembered in this way. It’s not
like Harding won a national championship or anything
like that, he was just a good player. But for Harding to
remember him in such a way is so nice for our family and
his former teammates.”
In 2011, the Bisons baseball team began giving the Tom
Hull Teammate award to the Bison baseball player who
displayed positive qualities on and off the field, according
to junior pitcher Jackson Ward that won the award in 2017.
“Tom Hull represents the entire program,” Ward said.
“Everyone cares for everyone, and it makes me feel like he
set that tone for our program when he was in it.”
The dedication will be tomorrow at 1:40 p.m. at Jerry
Moore Field. A game against Southeastern Oklahoma
will follow the ceremony.

Tom Hull dedication set for tomorrow
ERIN SLOMERS
student writer

A dedication ceremony for Jerry Moore Field’s stadium
lights will take place tomorrow in memory of Tom Hull.
Hull was a former Bison baseball catcher who died from a
heart attack at age 43. Tom Hull’s family, along with head
coach Patrick McGaha and former teammates, donated
the lights in September 2017.
McGaha, a former teammate of Tom Hull’s, is the
driving force for the dedication project, along with Liz
Howell, vice president for alumni and parent relations
Although she did not know Hull personally, Howell said
she is honored to be a part of the project remembering
someone who meant so much to the baseball team.
“My hope is that the ceremony honors Tom and his

HARDING
ATHLETES’
VIEWS ON
POP CULTURE
If you could change one
thing about Spring Sing,
what would it be?
What famous person would
you pick to be a host or
hostess?
You're a DJ for a high
school prom. What are your
top three songs?
What TV show do you wish
you could have been in?

Emma Dwyer
softball

Tanner Smith

baseball

Kaylin Turley

Katie Smith

Will Clark

Performers should
be eliminated
when they make a
mistake.

track

track

track

What’s Spring
Sing?

Have the
audience play
interactive games
to win money.

More ensemble.

Maybe make
tickets not
so expensive.

Jesus.

Bob Barker. He’s
built for the
big stage.

Amy Adams.
She enchanted
me in
“Enchanted.”

Melissa
McCarthy.

Landon Waller.
He has the voice
of an angel.

“White Dress,”
“Good Time”
and “Raging
Fire.”

“24K Magic,”
“Soulja Boy”
and “Cupid
Shuffle.”

“Gangnam Style,”
“Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun” and
“Friday.”

“Survivor.” I’d be
good at it.

“Friends,”
because it’s the
best
show ever.

“Spongebob,”
but I can only
hold my breath
for 49 seconds.

“Wiggle,” “Turn
“YMCA,” “Hokey
Down For What”
Pokey” and
and “I Don't
“Chicken Dance.”
Get Tired.”
“Phineas and
Ferb.” The
backyard beach
is sweet.

“The Price is
Right.”
If you can’t tell,
I’m a big fan.
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The first installment of the ‘Harding Place’ series featuring the facility residents
ABIGAIL COOPER
guest writer

4B | Friday, March 30, 2018

PAIGE CUSHMAN
asst. PR/Marketing
In an effort to cultivate relationships
within our community and to make
the residents of Harding Place more
visible to the Harding community,
this is part one of a three-part series
featuring residents of Harding place.
Frances Gardner, age 86, is
legally blind, but that has not
stopped her from using her sewing
talents to better the world.
She has lived at Harding Place,
a retirement home in Searcy, for
five years and with the help of
her friends has sewn over 300
pillowcase dresses and pants for
children across the globe.
Gardner grew up in Kennett,
Missouri, where she began learning
to sew from her mother at the age
of 8. During that time, she made
her own doll clothes. Later, in
her adulthood, she ran her own
sewing business.
Gardner was looking for a way
to use the “worlds of fabric” she
had acquired when her daughterin-law found a simple pattern for
girls’ dresses that Gardner could
sew with her limited vision.
After she began making the
dresses and distributing them to
members of her family and her
church, another blind resident
told her she felt restless and that
she could not do anything.
“I am legally blind myself, but
I sewed a lot in my life, and she
said, ‘I can’t do anything but hold
my hands.’ So I said ‘Would you
like to help me?’” Gardner said.
Almost 10 Harding P lace

Photo Courtesy of ABIGAIL COOPER

Frances Gardner stands in her room at Harding Place April 13, holding one of the dresses she has sewn. Together Gardner
and 10 other residents of Harding Place sew children’s dresses and pants that are sent around the world to children in need.
residents have worked together because of my eyesight. People India, Nigeria, Ghana, Rhodesia, variety,” Gardner said. “It just
to create children’s dresses and volunteering has enabled us to Ukraine and parts of the U.S. that doesn’t stop.”
pants to be sent with missionaries be able to put out more than 300 have been affected by flooding.
While her talent and passion
around the world.
dresses, maybe more than that.”
Not only do children benefit can be seen around the world,
Each resident who volunteers
Though Gardner cannot see from Gardner’s work, but the she gets the most gratification at
with Gardner has a role, whether colors like she used to, racks of residents at Harding Place and home, from the residents.
it be picking out patterns, cutting their bright linen pants and dresses members of the community share
“They thank me over and over
fabrics, tying ribbons or balancing with whimsical prints have created in her passion.
again. They say ‘I need something
the books. Gardner does the serg- a pastel mosaic covering her guest
Gardner has received donations to do with my hands so let me
ing on her kitchen table, which is bedroom.
of fabric, ribbons and, recently, a have some more,’ Gardner said.
used more for sewing than eating.
Gardner and her family worked sewing machine. Harding Place has “So they really love doing it.”
“It’s like an assembly line that as missionaries in Africa and shown its support by organizing
This is the f irst installment
doesn’t meet,” Gardner said. “All India, and Gardner said she is donations and paying postage.
of the "Harding Place" series. The
in all everyone does their little happy to combine her passion for
“One reason I go ahead and second installment will appear in
part ... we just have a lot of fun. missions and sewing by making take what people have donated the next edition of The Bison, on
I could not have done it myself clothes that will reach children in is because I can create such a stands April 13.

Students save lives through bone marrow donations
MATY BAIN
student writer

In March 2016, junior Jacob McAlister
decided to get swabbed for the National
Bone Marrow Registry inbetween performing
Spring Sing shows.
In September of that year, a representative
from DKMS, an international nonprofit organization striving to eliminate blood cancer,
contacted McAlister. He was told he was
a potential tissue match for a woman with
leukemia who was in need of bone marrow.
“I had heard of people who had been on
the registry for 15 to 20 years … I didn’t think
it would happen so fast,” McAlister said.
After doing bloodwork, McAlister received
confirmation that he was the closest possible
match for the patient.
In January 2018, McAlister traveled to
Washington, D.C. with his mother, where the
donation procedure was completed within a
few hours. As with any bone marrow donation, his travel, hotel and food expenses were
covered by DKMS and the National Marrow
Donor Program.
“I don’t want it to seem like I’m saying,
‘look at how amazing I am,’” McAlister said.
“I want to tell people about it because I want
to encourage people to do it.”

RYANN HEIM | The Bison

In the spring of 2016, junior Jacob McAlister (left) and senior Peyton Buehrer
(right) were swabbed to determine if they were potential bone marrow donors.
Both were matched with someone in need and contacted to do bloodwork.
Senior Peyton Buehrer also got swabbed
during Spring Sing weekend of 2016, after
seeing friends at a swabbing station. After
returning from Harding University in Australia
in December 2016, Buehrer was notified that
he was a potential match.

“They told me the match was potentially
an infant, so when it’s (an infant), they have
to do the (procedure) in your back,” Buehrer
said. “It was going to involve being sore for a
lot longer, so that made me kind of nervous.”
Despite the nerves, Buehrer described

his decision to continue the process as a
“no-brainer.” Over winter break that year, he
did bloodwork that would be reviewed over
the course of a month.
However, within a month, Buehrer was
notified that he was no longer needed as a
match, the reason being unknown.
According to Buehrer, sometimes patients
die before a donation is completed or there
are better matches found. Buehrer hopes for
the latter.
On Spring Sing weekend of 2014, former
Harding student James Mosley was swabbed
On March 17 of this year he was contacted
by DKMS as a potential match for stem cell
donation.
On March 23, Mosley completed bloodwork that will confirm if he is a match for a
man with leukemia.
According to a 2016 study conducted by
the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), over 20,000 people of all
ages were in need of bone marrow transplants
to combat life-threatening illnesses.
To reduce that number, the Harding College
of Pharmacy organizes bone marrow drives
each semester in partnership with DKMS.
For more information about donating bone
marrow or to find statistics on bone cancer,
visit https://www.dkms.org.

Backstage and beyond: Meet the staff of Spring Sing
KATIE WEST
student writer

EMILY GRIFFIN |The Bison

Stagehands sweep the stage in preparation for dress rehearsal
March 27. These stagehands are part of the production crew
that helps run Spring Sing.

Around this time every year,
dozens of stories are published
about Spring Sing — the theme,
the directors, the clubs, the show
itself.
However, those behind the curtain
or at the back of the auditorium
are not often talked about.
Senior mathematics major Levi
Mason has been working with
Spring Sing since his freshman
year. Mason is the lighting designer
for this year’s club shows. Mason
designs and manages the lighting
for all of the shows.
Since mid-February, he has been
working with show directors and
consulting them on how to create
the atmosphere for their shows.
“The thing I really like about
theater is that I can transport
people to another world,” Mason
said. “As a technician, I get to build

the world, and I get to help those
actors portray those stories.”
Although much work goes on
behind the curtains, there is also
work to be done off the stage.
As a branch of the Public
Safety Department, ushers help
the audience to their seats as well
as monitor the crowd during the
performance.

“It’s a real joy to watch
shows go from good
performances on Thursday
t o g re a t , p a s s i o n a t e
entertainment for the
awards on Saturday night.”
- Senior Brad Hendrickson
Spring Sing usher

Senior Chase Adair has been a
Spring Sing usher for two years and
said he has enjoyed every moment.
Adair said his favorite part of being
an usher is interacting with people
who come to the show.

“It’s a good, social way of being
able to help people and being able
to interact with different people
while you’re helping them,” Adair
said.
This year will be senior Brad
Hendrickson’s fourth year as a
Spring Sing usher. Hendrickson
said many people do not realize
how many opportunities the staff
has to see the show, which he said
is the best part.
“It’s a real joy to watch shows
go from good performances on
Thursday to great, passionate
entertainment for the awards on
Saturday night,” Hendrickson said.
Altogether, Mason, Adair and
Henderickson cover a variety of
positions that contribute to the
production of Spring Sing. Other
behind the scenes jobs include:
stagehands, costume designers,
soundboard controllers, makeup
artists, set designers and many
others.
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Center on the Square to hold auditions for ‘Poppins’
CAYLEIGH THOMAS
student writer
“Step in time, step in time, come on my dear, step in
time!”
The lyrics from “Step in Time,” from the movie “Mary
Poppins,” ring throughout Searcy with the upcoming
auditions for Center on the Square’s summer musical
“Mary Poppins.”
Auditions will be held tomorrow and April 2 from
1-4 p.m. The musical will be performed July 29-Aug. 12.
Creative Executive Director of Center on the Square,
Wendy Neill, said auditions are for all ages and ranges
of talent.
Neill said practices will be in the evenings once a week
in May, twice a week in June and as needed in July.
“Whether you have to take a class or work, you wouldn’t
have to miss anything to be in the show,” Neill said. “We
make the show process as enjoyable as possible.”
“Mary Poppins” will be the sixth musical Rickae Boyd
has directed for Center on the Square. Boyd said one of
her favorite things about putting on a show is that anyone
can use their talents.
“This show is a wholesome, family show,” Boyd said.
“We are going to have one of the biggest casts and crew
we have had, and we always become a family. This time
won’t be different.”
Boyd said the story is based around the Banks family —
familiar characters who come from the book and movie, with
familiar songs from the movie, as well as a few new ones.
Patrick Reilly, a small-business owner in Searcy, is a
member of Harding’s concert choir and will be auditioning
for the upcoming musical. Reilly started working with
Center on the Square building sets and said he recently
began auditioning for shows. Reilly plans to audition for
the role of “Bert,” famously played by Dick Van Dyke.
“After Center on the Square announced the show, I had
a number of people come up to me and tell me to audition
for ‘Bert,’” Reilly said. “I asked them why, and they said

Photo courtesy of CENTER ON THE SQUARE
“Mary Poppins,” Center on the Square’s summer musical, will host auditions tomorrow. Participants
are encouraged to apply at www.centeronthesquare.org under the “More Information” tab.
I am just him.”
Reilly said Bert is a likable character and he is looking
forward to auditioning for the role.

Neill requested individuals interested in auditioning
to submit a form before auditioning, located on www.
centeronthesquare.org in the “More Information” tab.

seeing an alumna of her high school join the Walton
Scholars and give back to the community, Mejia also
wanted to get involved.
“Our goal is to make the school self-sustainable,” Mejia
said. “We have seen how they help, what the school has
done with those children is amazing.”
Mejia said Apanje started on the patio of a house which
had only a long table and a kitchen to prepare spices the
students would sell to sustain the school. She also said,
because of the support from the Embassy of Japan, the
school directors were able to buy the land where the
school is located now, with the help of Smiles for Christ.
“When I started in Smiles for Christ my freshman
year, I thought we were just giving the kids pencils and

books, but after I went (on) the mission trip, I realized
that our mission is way different,” junior Andres Rojas,
president of Smiles for Christ, said. “That is why I got
involved in Smiles for Christ — because we are changing
the lives of the kids.”
Apanje now has an office for the director, a kitchen
and three classrooms. The school teaches students how to
read, write and do basic everyday activities by themselves,
such as tying their shoes. Mejia said she has seen many
students significantly improve over the years.
Every summer, Smiles for Christ organizes a mission
trip to Honduras to help Apanje with any needs they
have. During his trip last summer, Rojas said that Smiles
for Christ helped to build a wall in the perimeter of the
school for security purposes and painted the building.
Junior Fabiola Castellanos has been a member of
Smiles for Christ since her freshman year. She said that,
after going on a mission trip in 2016, she felt proud of
Smiles for Christ and the purpose they serve.
“(The students) would get happy for you to visit
them, you do not need to bring anything with you or
give them anything,” Castellanos said. “The fact that
you are spending time with them is enough. When we
are there, we are always happy. The time we spend with
them is seriously amazing. Every summer I look forward
to this mission trip.”
The next Smiles for Christ fundraising event is Latin
Fest. Rojas said all proceeds from the event will go towards the Apanje school and will be a great opportunity
for students to have a global experience without leaving
campus.
“The cool thing about the Latin Fest is that people from
many countries come together to celebrate a culture and
to show the best of their countries,” Rojas said. “You get
to experience the culture in a very intense way. People can
expect great food, music (and) cultural presentations.”
Latin Fest will take place today, from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
in the McInteer Rotunda. Tickets are $5 and can be
purchased at the door.

Students aid Honduras through Latin Fest fundraiser
YOVANI ARISMENDIZ
student writer
Smiles for Christ is hosting Latin Fest today to raise
funds to support Apanje — a private, non-profit school
for mentally disabled children and adults in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. Smiles for Christ, founded in 2007, has
been a major contributor to the building and growth of
the school.
Apanje’s mission is to reintegrate their students into
society, according to former Smiles for Christ president,
senior Alicia Mejia, a native of Honduras. Mejia has
participated in Smiles for Christ since she was recruited
by a Walton Scholar to volunteer in high school. After

HONDURAS
Tegucigalpa
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GAC adds floor hockey to recreational agenda
EMILY NICKS
student writer

The Ganus Athletic Center (GAC) is in the process of
introducing new sports and recreational opportunities for
students. Floor hockey, spikeball, water polo and ultimate
Frisbee are a few examples of activities Tom Ritchie, assistant
professor kinesiology, has in mind.
Ritchie, who took charge of both club and intramural
athletic programs this year, said it was his goal to provide
more opportunities for more students.
“There’s a lot of emphasis on club activities, and we want
to provide things that are larger scale for everyone,” Ritchie
said. “We want to bridge that gap … and make sure it’s
open for everybody.”
In addition to expanding the recreation program outside
of social clubs, Ritchie said he wants to introduce sports
that may not be as widely known.
On March 17, the first game of organized floor hockey
was held in the GAC, with around 20 participants. Ritchie
said the game was a soft opening for the sports opportunities
to come.
Freshman Michael Day participated in the floor hockey
game after seeing advertisements in the GAC. He said
he was thrilled to have an opportunity to play something
similar to roller hockey, a sport that he grew up playing
in California.
“It was a good time,” Day said. “In Arkansas, obviously
hockey is not a huge thing … but there are a lot more sports
out there than the typical sports.”

Ritchie said he wanted to introduce the new sport primarily
through word of mouth. Junior Hunter Schwartzkopf grew
up playing ice hockey in Colorado and said he was happy to
help Ritchie spread the word about the new opportunities.
“(Hockey) is something that I’ve always had a love for,”
Schwartzkopf said. “We had a lot of new people there who
had never played before and some people who had … I
think a lot of other people have a desire to play sports that
weren’t in their areas growing up.”
Ritchie said that, while there are possibilities for new
club sports in the future, there are no plans for making any
of these new games official club sports just yet. He said
the goal now is to bring variety to the sports that Harding
students play in their free time and during weekends.
“There just seems to be a need for some activities that
don’t cost you anything and you don’t have to go off
campus,” Ritchie said. “This is really just the beginning of
an expansion of our recreation offerings.”

Courtesy of Harding Recreation
Around 20 students and faculty played floor hockey
in the Ganus Athletic Center (GAC) on March 17.
Tom Ritchie, assistant professor of kinesiology,
plans to expand the GAC recreational opportunities.
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Dr. John H. Ryan, former director of Spring Sing, accepts tickets for a cruise at his final Spring Sing award ceremony as producer on March 26, 2005.
Spring Sing administrators gave the cruise as a gift of thanks for his 32 years of service.

'MR. SPRING SING'

SAVANNA DISTEFANO
editor-in-chief
JULIA REINBOLDT
asst. web editor

Remembering Dr. John H. Ryan

Dr. Steven Frye, director of Spring Sing
and chair of the Department of Theatre,
said it was one of the best-kept secrets of
all time. When he decided to rename the
Spring Sing sweepstakes award in 1998, he
only told two or three people.
Frye organized a presentation during
Spring Sing’s 25th award ceremony for the
sweepstakes award to be dedicated to Dr.
John H. Ryan ( Jack), who was retiring that
year. Former Harding president and current
chancellor, Dr. David Burks read a certificate
of thanks for Ryan’s 25 years of dedication.
Afterward, Frye announced the renaming.

“Harding University was
blessed to have his presence
on this campus, and I think
his legacy lives on in so
many people.”
- Dr. Steven Frye
Spring Sing Director

“Dr. Ryan was almost in tears, because
he was a fairly formal man, so that idea of
proclamation from the board (of trustees)
was a huge deal for him,” Frye said. “He put
his hands together … it was one of the first
times I caught him speechless. He always
had something to say, and he was just stuck.”
Dr. Ryan was a professor of communication
at Harding for 34 years and, until he stepped
down in 1993 to return to full-time teaching,
was chair of the Department of Communication for six of those years. Before his death
on March 12, 2018, Dr. Ryan was an active

member at College Church of Christ and
an avid piano player.
In 1974, after being approached by two
students who wanted to start a Harding
Spring Sing show, and then agreeing to
sponsor and produce it, Dr. Ryan became
known as “Mr. Spring Sing.”
According to one of Dr. Ryan’s former
colleagues, Dr. Jack Shock, distinguished
professor of communication, Dr. Ryan was
willing to listen to students and wanted to
help them succeed.
“That is what I will remember about Jack,
that the idea (of Spring Sing) came from
students,” Shock said. “He nurtured the
students and was able to recognize a good
idea when he saw one. (Spring Sing) wasn’t
his idea, it was a student’s idea, and so he
listened. I think that is an admirable quality
that I’ve always tried to imitate.”
Dr. Ryan served as Spring Sing producer
until the 2005 performance. In addition
to Spring Sing, Dr. Ryan was a master of
communication. He ran a weekly radio
show on Harding’s radio station KVHU and
earned the title “The Voice of Harding.” Dr.
Pat Garner, professor of speech and former
student of Dr. Ryan’s, said he was notable
for oral interpretation and enjoyed having
classes with him.
“He was so inspirational,” Garner said. “I’ll
miss him. I have missed him because he has
been retired for some years. I think his real
love was in teaching, in reading Scripture, and
then, of course, he took (on) Spring Sing.”
Garner described Dr. Ryan as “pontifical,”
pope-like, and said Dr. Ryan would stay after
class with him as he finished his discussion-based exams. It was subtle gestures of
kindness like these that made Dr. Ryan an
influential man for the people around him.
Lori Sloan, assistant professor of marketing,

Photo courtesy of STEVEN FRYE

Dr. John H. Ryan, first producer of Spring Sing, shakes hands with Dr. Steven
Frye, director of Spring Sing, during the 2005 Spring Sing award ceremony.
The Spring Sing award was renamed the John H. Ryan Award in honor of
Dr. Ryan’s retirement from Harding.

STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison

The Spring Sing hosts and hostesses junior Caroline Ritchie, sophomore
Brooks Bennett, sophomore Ava Galyean and freshman Maxwell Ross sing
“United We Stand” at the dress rehearsal on Tuesday, March 27. While it is
tradition to sing this song at the end of every Spring Sing show, this year it
will serve as a tribute to John H. Ryan.
grew up as Dr. Ryan’s next-door neighbor.
Sloan’s parents, Neale and Treva Pryor, were
neighbors and friends of Dr. Ryan and his
wife, Marjorie, for more than 50 years.
“What I remember about Jack Ryan,
especially after my dad passed, is he was
very sweet to bring my mom’s paper to the
doorstep when he was out walking in the
morning, or to bring her trashcan back up
from the curb,” Sloan said. “Just the easy
touches that help you get through your day
… that kind of thing.”
When Sloan and her family returned to
Searcy in 2004 after living in Little Rock,
they bought a house down the street from
the Ryans’ and her childhood home. She
and Dr. Ryan were reunited as neighbors
for 14 years.
“He made a point to always drive by,” Sloan
said. “He would roll the window down and
tell me another funny joke and then would
almost always have something positive to
say. Whether it be ‘I’m really impressed
with your son and how he knows how to
introduce himself and shake hands,’ or ‘I’m
really proud of (your daughter) for making
straight A’s.’ He was always an encourager.”
Frye said when he and his family first
moved to Searcy, Dr. Ryan was instantly a
helpful neighbor.
“This will always be a favorite memory:
when we moved to Searcy, as we pulled the
moving van into our new house driveway,
standing in the driveway ready to help us
unload was Jack Ryan,” Frye said. “In a community I had never lived in before, we didn’t
know anybody, he was the welcoming voice.”
Although he was described as a formal
man, Dr. Ryan was known for cracking

jokes. Frye said Dr. Ryan had a joke for
every day of the week.
“I still always remember his laugh,” Frye
said. “It was always a burst of laughter that
brought joy. He would tell a joke and then
laugh at it, and sometimes he would tell the
same joke three times in three days, but it
was still funny every single time.”
Frye was hired by Dr. Ryan in 1989
after serving as a guest Spring Sing judge
in 1987. Like Shock, Frye said he learned
about working in a college environment
through Dr. Ryan.
“(Dr. Ryan) mentored me as a young
professor,” Frye said. “He challenged me to
not be so adamant about things, to be more
diplomatic in solving problems, to look for
solutions rather than confrontation. … I
think I’ve benefited because he showed me
a lot of things, not just in the classroom but
out of the classroom.”
Because several faculty members were
students of Dr. Ryan, Frye said his legacy
continues through them.
“Harding University was blessed to have
his presence on this campus and I think
his legacy lives on in so many people,”
Frye said. “He taught … nearly everyone
in the communication department –– he
was their teacher and then their legacy.
That is a tremendous legacy that is paying
benefits for thousands that directly had him
for class and tens of thousands that had his
influence to others.”
There will be a special tribute to Dr.
Ryan after the show each night. A rededication of the award will take place during
the award show tomorrow night, after the
final performance.
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Left, India Medders-Galyean poses for her Spring Sing portrait as hostess in 1988. Thirty years later, her daughter, sophomore Ava Galyean (right) continues her legacy as a Spring Sing hostess in this year’s production.

Student continues her mother’s legacy as hostess
RAIANNE MASON
features editor

In 1988, then sophomore India Medders-Galyean took to the stage as a Spring
Sing hostess. Thirty years later, her daughter,
sophomore Ava Galyean will continue her
legacy as a hostess in the 2018 production.
According to Ava Galyean, becoming a
hostess has been her goal since she first saw
a Spring Sing production with her mother
in third grade.
“My mom judged Spring Sing, and I came
to visit Harding for the first time. I was in awe
of the production and went to every single
show that she would let me,” Ava Galyean
said. “I knew mom had been a hostess, too, so
of course, it became a Harding goal of mine.
I knew she really loved her time as hostess
and the relationships she made through it. I
wanted to experience that, too.”
Alumna India Medders-Galyean said she
loves the tradition of Spring Sing and is excited
for her daughter to experience it as a hostess.
“I can’t think of any other event on other
college campuses where the majority of the
student body comes together to put on a
show,” India Medders-Galyean said. “I have
wonderful memories of being hostess and

being in club shows … and I also loved being
part of the Spring Sing tradition. That’s what
made me so excited for Ava. She’ll always be
a part of Harding history. It’s very special.”
According to Ava Galyean, getting to
follow in the footsteps of her mother makes
the event even more monumental.
“This is such a unique experience, and I
still can’t believe I get to share it with her,”
Ava Galyean said. “My mom is one of my
favorite people. ... Knowing how much she
loves this experience for me and how proud
of me she is has made it all a million times
more incredible.”
Costume designer and costume shop coordinator McKay Murray, who worked with
both Ava Galyean and India Medders-Galyean,
said this mother-daughter moment is one all
parents long for.
“As a mom myself, I can say that it is always
very special when the things that mean a lot
to you become meaningful to your children
as well,” Murray said. “Parents want their
children to find success in the pursuit of their
dreams. We love to see our children happy and
successful. … Ava and her mom will share a
memory the rest of their lives of what it was
like to perform on the Benson stage before a
Harding audience.”

India Medders-Galyean said, as the years
have gone by, the details of the shows she was
a part of have faded, but the friendships she
made during that time have not.
“I remember the people,” India Medders-Galyean said. “My fellow hosts and
hostesses were, and still are, dear friends. The
directors treated us like family. You really had
a feeling that you were a part of something
very special.”
Ava Galyean said she also found this to
be true.
“What I love most about being hostess is the
relationships I’ve made,” Ava Galyean said. “I
remember at host callbacks thinking, ‘if there’s
any chance I get this, and could choose one
other person here to share this opportunity
with, it would be (junior) Caroline Ritchie,’
and now here we are!”
According to Ritchie, Ava Galyean was the
performer she most hoped to work with as well.
“Ava and I were definitely friends before this
semester, having done ensemble together last
year, but this semester I have been so blessed
by her kindness, humor and thoughtfulness,”
Ritchie said. “I think the cast can start to feel
like a family because of all the time that you
spend together putting hard work into this
show. By the time the show opens, each and

every one of us has poured countless hours
into producing the best show possible and
something that we are proud of.”
According to Ava Galyean, she practices
about 15 hours every week, has 14 costume
changes in the show and has learned four
major dances.
Although she was in ensemble last year and
knows the stress of a Spring Sing performance,
Ava Galyean said being a hostess has increased
the pressure she feels to perform.
“Knowing how well my mom did in Spring
Sing has given me enormous shoes to fill,”
Ava Galyean said. “I’m more than thrilled
to get to try and fill them, but it is a little
stressful. I always say my mom is ‘the better
version of me,’ so I just hope I can live up to
her performances and her legacy.”
Ritchie said she has no doubt that Ava
Galyean will do so.
“Ava is motivated to get work done and is
a good leader for the rest of the group when
we’re learning choreography,” Ritchie said.
“Ava and her mom are very close and so it
has been so cool to get to see Ava working
hard to put on a good show not only as an
individual, but as sort of a legacy. She is so
excited to make her mom proud. She is so
proud to be her mama’s daughter.”

-1974-
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LEFT: 1974, Steve Alexander, Ann Ulrey, Kathy Curtis, and Steve Peters were the first hosts and hostesses of Spring Sing. MIDDLE: 1984, Wes Hamm holds
the Spring Sing trophy won by men’s social club Chi Sigma Alpha and women’s social club Regina in their swamp themed show. RIGHT: 1994, Renee Allen
celebrates winning Spring Sing with women’s social clubs Zeta Rho and Chi Omega Pi and men’s social clubs TNT and Pi Kappa Epsilon.

Back to the beginning: Finding the origin of Spring Sing
HANNAH HITCHCOX
editorial asst.

Through the glitter and pyrotechnical mirage of Spring Sing as
we know it today, few know that
the concept of Spring Sing was
created at Camp Wyldewood, in
Searcy in the summer heat of 1973.
Alumnus Steve Alexander, one of
the first Spring Sing hosts, helped
execute the concept of Spring
Sing after fellow camp counselor
Jay Bonner discussed the success
of Abilene Christian University’s
Sing Song.
“Camp Wyldewood had a talent
night, so I’m a guy with a guitar
singing and Jay Bonner wanted me
to be one of the hosts,” Alexander
said. “We came to Harding that fall
and formed a committee.”
Being a host during the first year
of Spring Sing included coaching
social clubs on how to orchestrate

their shows and teaching them
what to expect.
“The first year, the host and
hostesses were a really big part of
it, but none of the clubs were really
sure what to do,” Alexander said.
Alumna Ann Ulrey, now performer Roxanne Beck, worked
alongside Alexander as one of the
first Spring Sing hostesses.
Beck grew up in the Harding
community and was introduced
to the limelight at 3 years old in
a local talent show, which made
her transition to the Spring Sing
stage a simple one.
“When I did host Spring Sing,
it wasn’t that big of a difference,”
Beck said. “But it was fun because
it was a special venue, … we were
able to sing not just for our peers
and fellow students, but (for) other
people that would come.”
Alumnus Steven Holder, one
of the original Wyldewood camp

counselors responsible for Spring
Sing, recalled the unique challenges
the Administration Auditorium
presented as the original Spring
Sing venue — challenges that many
clubs turned into opportunities.
“Clubs would literally stand
unmoving on choir risers, using
choreographed hand motions
and singing popular songs in
their entirety,” Holder said. “The
frantic and wild staging and fun
and clever arrangements came later,
and it was obvious the creativity
and innovative ideas that were
pouring out of the show were only
going to grow and become more
exciting, as we tried every year to
top the previous one.”
Dr. Warren Casey, dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities,
is one of the original members of
the Spring Sing jazz band and has
overseen many performances in his
time working with Spring Sing.

Casey said he has seen some
push-back from students regarding
the judging results, but has seen
enough performances to understand
what makes a club performance a
winning one.
“Here’s the problem with do we
always get (the winner) right —
people compare ‘right’ with that
Saturday show that has really been
polished by being in the fire — and
if it’s going to shine, it’s going to
happen Saturday night,” Casey
said. “The point is that Saturday
night is when everyone says ‘Our
show is the best’ and yes, Saturday
night yours was (the best), but the
winner is the person who hits the
floor Thursday night and does that
show great Thursday night.”
Holder recalled the heart-warming moments from the first year of
Spring Sing.
“In the early years, I recall the
performers using classrooms, lob-

bies of the dorms, even practicing
outside. The stages all over campus
were always tied up,” Holder said.
“It’s one of my favorite memories
— that I could walk across campus
in the evenings and hear all sorts
of music wafting through the air
from many directions. Spring
Sing became a true bonding
experience for a great percentage
of the student body. Win or lose,
everyone was a little sad each year
when it ended.”
Despite Spring Sing’s humble
beginnings at Camp Wyldewood,
the show has become a world-class
production that rivals many others,
according to Holder.
“I’ve traveled many places and
attended many professional shows,
and many times, I’ve leaned over
to my wife and murmured that I
had seen far superior songs on the
Spring Sing stage,” Holder said. “I
am proud to have been part of that.”

SPRING SING
After the show, Spring Sing winners give back

Social clubs support local charity after receiving third place prize in 2017 show

SPRING SING

DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL
asst. sports editor

“I said a couple prayers,” Lori Moore, program director
of the White County Aging Program, said. “I told the Lord
that this place is a wreck and asked to have mercy and help
me. We needed something, it was bad. A month later, we got
a call saying that there is a big group of people that wanted
to do a project for us.”
Moore was out of breath as she ran to tell program codirector Marcia Pressler about the phone call she received.
A representative of men’s and women’s social clubs TNT
and Zeta Rho’s Spring Sing show had just told Moore that
a group of 70 college students was ready to assist them in
any way needed.
“They said … ‘We’re here to give free labor, and if we win
(Spring Sing), we’re going to give you the money,’” Moore
said. “We just thought the money was an extra bonus, but
we were just grateful for the labor. We were blessed from the
beginning.”
Each year, the top three Spring Sing shows are awarded
money to give to a charity of their choice. TNT, Zeta Rho and
Friends’ show finished third in 2017 and was awarded $800
to give its charity. Show co-director senior Caitlin Denton
said they chose the Aging Program because it welcomed
more opportunity.
“It was a center that wasn’t talked about very much,”
Denton said. “We wanted to choose one that didn’t get a
lot of attention, and I liked the idea of trying to go and do
something for them.”
Moore and Pressler requested that the students paint the
main room of the John E. Lightle Center, the program’s Searcy
facility. As soon as Moore got off the phone, the organization
rushed to buy painting supplies, because the social clubs
volunteered to come the following day.
“We had nothing to paint with,” Moore said. “We went
to Sherwin-Williams and the paint (price) was astronomical,
so then we went to Lowe’s, and the manager gave us a great
discount. When they showed up, we were in awe of what
they did.”
Moore and Pressler took a leap of faith when they bought
the paint, because there was no promise of being reimbursed
by receiving prize money. Once they received the check for
$800 and put $300 toward the paint, the rest went toward
feeding the elderly.
“Most of our money goes to our Meals on Wheels program
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Seniors Ryan Crews and Caitlin Denton, alumna Sara Keith and senior Billy Sullivan hold a check
representing men’s social club TNT and women’s social club Zeta Rho’s donation to the White County
Aging Program. TNT, Zeta Rho and Friends’ show “Christmas with the Cousins” received third place
in 2017.
because that’s our hallmark for the whole entire aging program. should be required to do something for your charity, because
I have the hardest time funding for it,” Pressler said. “It was it’s really why you’re doing this.”
an incredible blessing. We were so happy.”
Pressler said she hopes this project was the beginning
The program has six centers in White County that distribute of Harding’s participation with the program, because the
7,000 meals a month. With the remaining $500, 222 meals need is always there.
were prepared and distributed. Pressler knew how special that
“I wish Harding would get more involved with these
extra money was for the program.
programs and was more aware of what’s happening around
“The number one priority of the entire White County them,” Pressler said. “A lot (of ) our seniors really enjoy
Aging Program is food,” Pressler said. “Every penny counts when young people come and visit with them. They have
when you’re working in something like this.”
a knowledge that’s dying, and if we don’t sit and listen it
Denton said the experience was impactful, but thinks that will just go away.”
more could be done for charity.
If you would like to get involved with the White County
“At the end of Spring Sing, going to your charity and doing Aging Program by delivering meals or visiting with the
your show for them would be really neat, because you spend elderly, visit the John E. Lightle Center at 2200 E. Moore
so much time working it for them,” Denton said. “I think it Avenue in Searcy or call 501-268-2587 for more information.

Tales from former ‘undercover agents’

Harding alumni reflect on experiences as expert Spring Sing judges
JACOB ARDREY
lifestyle editor

Judge not lest thee be a Spring
Sing judge — or something like that.
A few men and women are chosen
each year by a Spring Sing committee
to moderate and critique club performances. Take a look at some past
Spring Sing judges to see who was
behind the concluding score cards.
Musician and former Spring Sing
host, Terrance Talley, was invited to
judge the choreography of 2015’s
“Famous for Fifteen” Spring Sing
show. Talley is the creator of East
Coast Inspirational Singers, an entertainment ensemble that performs
internationally.
Talley said all judges receive initial
instructions and directions in preparation for Spring Sing weekend before
arriving on campus. Throughout the
week, an orientation meal is planned to
cultivate camaraderie between judges
and provide a packet that contains

further rules and regulations.
Unlike portrayals of judges on
competitive TV shows, Talley said
Spring Sing judges rotate seating
arrangements in order to accurately
judge each club’s show.
“We’re within the audience,”Talley
said. “We try to be as discrete and
careful as we can.”
Jenna Thomas, a Harding alumna
and drama teacher at Central Arkansas Christian School in Little Rock,
recalled the seat rearrangements when
she returned to judge Spring Sing.
“(Since) the judges would have
different seats for each performance,
I do remember feeling like an ‘undercover agent’ when attending the
performances,” Thomas said. “The
thing that gave you away as a judge
was we had these little flashlights,
so we could record information on
our rubrics during the performance.”
Judges review the first three
performances, including Thursday
and Friday nights and the Saturday

matinée show. The scoring process choreography and track recording
takes place in a selected room where as influential developments in the
judges finalize their rubrics from each way performances are judged today.
performance.
“Back in the ‘80s, very few kids
“The final part of the process who grew up primarily in the Church
was pretty grueling,” Thomas said. of Christ knew how to dance,” Boaz
“I remember that the judges spent said. “Now everyone knows how to
hours writing comments and scoring dance, and the choreography is so
everything. We also wrote extensive much better. Also, the addition of track
comments — the goal is for this to recording leveled the playing field.”
be an educational experience. There
Talley said he believes that the
should be no mystery involved as to dynamic elements of Spring Sing
why each score was earned.”
encourage each generation to join
Rebecca Boaz, assistant professor of the high-spirited fellowship.
apparel merchandising and two-time
“It’s a recipe that always worked,”
Spring Sing judge, reflected on the Talley said. “Jack Ryan, who just
changes from when she participated in passed away, always made sure that
the shows of ‘87 and ‘89 as a student things were done in uniform and
to judging as an adult in ‘13 and ‘16. to give every club the best possible
“A big change has been all of the chance to be judged.”
digital stuff like the screens in the
background and having a video going
at the same time as you’re singing and
dancing,” Boaz said. “Spring Sing has Photos courtesy of JENNA
gotten more sophisticated.”
THOMAS, TERRANCE TALLEY AND
Boaz praised the evolution of REBECCA BOAZ
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NORA JOHNSON
staff reporter
From footwear to facial expressions, Spring Sing shows contain
many moving parts. In order to effectively award points, Spring Sing
judges evaluate each show’s strength in three categories: visuals,
music and staging. Within each category, shows are awarded up
to 100 points for specific elements, such as the appropriateness
of the costume color selections and the variety of formations
created. Shows can also receive 10 to 30 additional points for
overall entertainment value. After the weekend performances,
points are totaled and added to existing points shows received
throughout the semester for meeting production deadlines. The
winning show is announced Saturday evening.

From the Stands
Now, you be the judge!

Entertainment

= Overall

Rebecca Boaz

The judging process

Visuals

+

Terrance Talley

From the Stage

Spring Sing Ballot!
Show 1

Jenna Thomas
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/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10
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/40

/40

/40

/40

/40

/40
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Directions:

It’s your turn to be the judge! Take this ballot to the show and give each show a score out of 10 for
the four categories Spring Sing judges use: Visuals, Staging, Music, and Overall Entertainment. At
the end of the show, total the points to determine your top 3 shows!

Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY

SPRING SING
The show must go on

Students and alumni revisit Spring Sing, take on new roles

EMILY GRIFFIN| The Bison

Junior Delta Nu member Kendall Carwile practices her third Spring Sing performance of her Harding career during dress rehearsal in the Benson Auditorium
on Tuesday, March 27. Carwile said Spring Sing is important because of the relationships that come from it.
NORA JOHNSON
her three years of Spring Sing to be time-consuming, (participating in) Spring Sing four years in a row,” Sneed said.
sometimes becoming overwhelming. Patterson was large
Sneed said that he initially joined Spring Sing his freshman
staff reporter
part in the Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina and Sigma Phi Mu year, because many of his friends were involved. He returned
Spring Sing. Spring Sing. Spring Sing. Hundreds of show her freshman and sophomore years and is a director to the show the next year as a director and again his junior
Harding students spend countless hours throughout the this year. Despite the stress of the hours of preparation and and senior years, because it provided him an opportunity to
semester practicing for an event unlike anything many of practices, Patterson said she believes the time commitment get to know the other members of his social club.
“My favorite part was definitely the friendships that I
them have ever been a part of before. For a few, however, has been worth it.
“I think that doing Spring Sing multiple years is something made,” Sneed said. “Many of the friendships that I hold
Spring Sing is not a novice idea; it is a routine.
Junior Kendall Carwile is participating in Spring Sing for that people should consider more than they do,” Patterson said. close today began during one of my four seasons of …
As a director, Patterson added that she is grateful for the Spring Sing.”
the third consecutive year. Carwile performed in women’s
Alumna Jeanie Linton also remembers her time in Spring
social club Delta Nu’s show her freshman year, directed the experienced members of her show. By having people around
club’s show her sophomore year and is large part in Delta that have an understanding of the process, the attitude of Sing fondly because of the relationships it allowed her to
the entire group remains more positive during the more build. Linton participated in Spring Sing as large part in
Nu’s show this year.
2012 and 2013 and as small part in 2014.
“Spring Sing is so important for people to get to know challenging practices, according to Patterson.
“It’s easy for people to focus on the negative side of
“There’s no feeling like setting and achieving goals as
each other and start forming relationships,” Carwile said.
“Having that shared experience is really special and you can things, but if you can get multiple people who were involved a collective group — being stressed together and feeling
always know that they’ve gone through exactly what you’ve multiple times, then it’s easy for (those) people to say ‘this is ridiculous together,” Linton said.
normal,’ and ‘this is just how Spring Sing is,’” Patterson said.
Even though she did not participate in a show her senior
gone through.”
Alumnus Riley Sneed participated in Spring Sing during year, Linton attended the show as a spectator and supporter
Carwile said many people do not perform in Spring Sing
more than once, or even at all, because they believe the time each of his four years at Harding, from 2013 to 2016. For of the students that did. Now a graduate student at Harding,
Sneed, four years of Spring Sing was a major accomplishment Linton also attended the show the past two years.
commitment is too great. She disagrees.
“I love the environment Spring Sing creates on campus
“People associate doing Spring Sing with having no time of his time at Harding.
“After you’ve graduated, you will never think twice and in the community,” Linton said. “People have huge
to do anything else, which honestly really isn’t the case,”
about the amount of time and effort that you put into your respect for what Spring Sing creates and means across
Carwile said.
Junior Bailey Patterson, on the other hand, hasfound school work, but you will think back with amazement on Harding’s history.”

Keeping sane during Spring Sing season
NATALIE SMITH
head web editor
The weekend of Spring Sing is without a doubt one of
Harding’s busiest weekends. With families coming in from out
of town, students running around in costume and prospective
students touring campus, there is a lot of energy in the air.
For some students, this is invigorating, for others, exhausting.
Surviving Spring Sing weekend can be tough for some, but
it does not have to be.
Sophomore Knights member Cayde Newton decided to
skip the hassle altogether last year.
“Because my social club doesn’t do Spring Sing, I didn’t
feel the need to stick around on campus,” Newton said.
Newton said he spent the weekend in Memphis with some
friends in lieu of watching the performance.
“I definitely don’t feel like I missed anything,” Newton said.

HARDING
FACULTY’S
VIEWS ON
PARTICIPATING IN SPRING SING

When did you participate in
Spring Sing?

“Especially as a freshman, the tornado of people who show
up for Spring Sing can be very overwhelming.”
Junior ensemble member Justice Laws said an attitude
adjustment is the best way to combat being overwhelmed
by the happenings on campus.
“Everyone is stressed, tired and sore,” Laws said. “You
might as well be happy and do it together.”
He advised students not to spend time over the weekend
worrying about the outcome but to enjoy the time they get
to spend being silly with their friends.
“It sounds cheesy, but Spring Sing is about building
relationships and coming together to present a show that best
represents (your) club,” Laws said. “Winning isn’t important,
it’s fun if it happens, but having that be the full purpose of
your weekend is missing the point completely.”
For those participating, junior Spring Sing hostess Caroline
Ritchie suggested making extra efforts to take care of both

mind and body during this hectic time. She advised drinking
plenty of water to keep your voice all weekend, and making
sure to get enough sleep. Furthermore, she says to enjoy every
moment of this special time on campus with your friends
and family.
“Keep your priorities straight,” Ritchie said. “If your family
is in town, make sure and spend time with them. If your
friends are coming to see you, see them too. The performances
are important, but so are the people coming to support you.”
Ritchie said to be sure to recognize that so many people
work hard to put the show together, no matter how you feel
about the change of environment on campus.
“We’ve all spent so much time making this show happen,”
Ritchie said. “If Spring Sing isn’t your thing, that’s fine. If you
need to get away, get away by all means. But whatever you
do, recognize what a unique and special thing Spring Sing is
for those who participate.”

SPRING
Jill Davis
(1988)
Math

The second year
I participated, we
were stars and
monkeys.

Russell Keck
(2004)
English

Jan Traughber
(1992)
CSD

Taylor Williams
(2002)
Engineering

My favorite
theme was “I
Spy, Private
Eye,” in 2004.

“I’ve Got my Eyes
on You.”

“The Musketeers”
in 2002.
A musketeer. I
was also part of
the guys’ fast
break dance.

What was your role?

Large part.

Large part.

I was my club’s
choreograph
director.

What was the most
memorable song or lyric in
your soundtrack?

“There are stars
in the Southern
sky.”

“From Baltic
to Boardwalk,”
2005.

“Born to be
Fried,” instead of
“Born to be Wild.”

“Celebration,” or
Michael Jackson’s
“Smooth Criminal.”

What club did you
participate with?

TNT and
Zeta Rho.

I participated with
numerous different
clubs throughout
my years.

Delta Gamma
Rho, Tri Sigma
Delta and Friends.

I was a “and
friends” of Omega
Lambda Chi (RIP)
and King’s Men.

What did you enjoy most
about Spring Sing?

Getting to know
people better.

In “Pirates!” when
we got to act as
swashbucklers.

Enjoying lots of
laughter with new
people.

Being part of the
big collaborative
creation.

